David Wright, HBA ’83
A Champion of Ivey Entrepreneurship

On September 13, 2018, we lost a dear friend in David Wright, HBA ’83. During the past 15 years, Wright was an integral part of Ivey Entrepreneurship, and served in multiple roles, including chairing the Advisory Council for over a decade. At Ivey’s 2018 Homecoming celebration, Wright was recognized posthumously with the Distinguished Service Award.

“The world is small and the road is long,” was the motto that shaped much of David Wright’s outlook on life. It highlighted the importance of developing strong, authentic relationships, not knowing when and where you will run into the same people again.

Wright’s commitment to relationships defined his personal and professional life. From his love of family, lifelong friendships, and an unmistakable passion for entrepreneurship, Wright wasn’t a man of half-measures.

Lifelong bonds at university
Wright’s undergraduate years at Western University coincided with those of his sister, Karen Wright, MBA ’84, who was completing her MBA at the Ivey Business School. She was able to reuse some of his textbooks and joked that they were in very good condition due to rare use.

His time at university was not only influential in charting his career but it was there, at Sydenham Hall, he forged lifelong friendships that survived graduation, marriage, kids and multiple career changes.

Wright was the great communicator and it was his efforts that kept everyone together, according to best friend Barry Katzman.

This fall season has been typified by great strides and great losses for our team at Ivey Entrepreneurship.

In November, we joined our partners across Western University in celebrating Global Entrepreneurship Week. We had a number of speaker events, workshops as well as a startup showcase, to inspire and inform the university and local community about the great things Western entrepreneurs are doing. Next year, we will plan for more events and even greater involvement from departments across Western. A highlight of the week was our TED-style talks where we heard stories and life lessons from a diverse set of entrepreneurs. A special thanks to Sam Sebastian (CEO, Pelmorex Corp), Stephanie Ciccarelli, (Founder and Chief Brand Officer, Voices.com), Kevin Sullivan (Co-founder, GMP Securities), Shannon Kamins (Founder, Booch Organic Kombucha), Jenessa Olson, MSc’18 (Co-founder, STMNT) and Liana Louzon, (CEO, Rocking Vibe) for their transparency, and their inspiring words.

We also concluded another session of our New Venture Project, where we had over 200 HBA and MBA students pitch their final presentations. It’s an experience that often influences their career trajectory, and we hope the validation of their ideas leads them on an entrepreneurial path.

Lastly, we said goodbye to two treasured friends of entrepreneurship at Ivey. David Wright was a stalwart of Ivey Entrepreneurship, having served the board for 15 years, most of them as Chair. Dave also served as an Entrepreneur-in-Residence and gave of his time freely to nascent Ivey Entrepreneurs. We also lost our dear friend, Paul Woolford, who was a partner and friend in growing our Quantumshift™ program for high growth entrepreneurs across Canada. His loss is felt by all of us and the hundreds of Quantumshift™ alum he knew so well.

As we continue to move forward as an institute and a community, I am forever thankful for knowing Dave and Paul. Their efforts, and the efforts of so many of you, are reflected in how far Ivey Entrepreneurship has come over the past decade.
Took time off to attend school plays and other activities. “It created a culture in our company and I get it now,” says Estabrooks, who now has four kids of his own.

It was often tested when employees took off for school events in the midst of major projects and Wright would remind the team, “It is the culture we created and the culture holds… this is what we wanted.” recalls Estabrooks.

“At the celebration of his life, his kids spoke about all the events he came to, and they now hold that memory. Did he miss a client meeting or a conference because of it? Yeah, maybe. But what matters more now?” said Estabrooks.

Wright’s immortal line, ‘the road is long’ continues to permeate Agora’s culture and attitude towards customers, says Estabrooks.

“His presence is always there, and it’s not going to go away.”
With the legalization of recreational cannabis, Haase has sat through numerous pitches seeking to score big in the new market, but Motif caught his eye.

He was impressed with the founding team, and thought their business model had merit. After a few months of working closely with Motif in a mentorship capacity, Haase decided to make the leap to join them fulltime in 2018.

**Motif’s unique play**

Motif co-founder Mario Naric (pictured right) was working at Imperial Oil when a confluence of circumstances helped lead him to a unique opportunity within the cannabis industry; one that aligned perfectly with his skillset as a chemical (process) engineer.

Health Canada set up a number of licenses to regulate the industry, such as cultivation, processing and retail licenses. Motif is one of the few applicants for a standard processing license.

“We noticed that the first hundred licenses to be granted were almost entirely for cultivation, as that is the starting point to enter the industry” said Haase. By focusing on the extraction of oil from cannabis, Motif can tap into the consumer demand that is moving away from the actual flower, said Haase.

Extracting cannabis oil is a complex process. With significant capital costs, a lack of skilled extraction experts, and additional government licensing timelines, extraction might not be a viable option for those concentrating on cultivation.

“Our model exists to make their lives easier. We have the equipment and process dialed in, and maintaining high utilization rates will ensure that we are able to extract oil from cannabis cheaper than the cultivators could achieve with an in-house solution.”

**Taking a second dip**

Haase’s first foray into entrepreneurship was a tech startup in 2003, stemming from his MSc research on infectious disease transmission. The company came to an abrupt end with the 2008 financial crisis, and there was always a feeling of ‘unfinished business.’

That feeling came to the fore as Haase turned 40 this year.

“My version of a midlife crisis isn’t a sports car, its jumping back into another startup… it has been almost 10 years since I was in this world and it just felt like the right time (to get back in).”

This time around, he feels more prepared. With a formal business education at Ivey, and eight years spent mentoring hundreds of ventures across multiple industries, Haase has amassed his own library of real-world cases.

“I think if you operate in this world you have to walk the walk. I have been mentoring so many young people, encouraging them to pursue their passion while they are young. It feels like the right time to step back into the startup world and lead by example.”

**Motif’s road ahead**

As they wait on the approval of their license, Haase sees government regulation as one of their biggest challenges. There’s still a lack of clarity on how things will shape up for the industry.

For example, businesses in the cannabis industry still struggle to access traditional financing for equipment through major banks or lending agencies.

With the legalization of concentrated products (for the recreational market) nearly a year away, he feels Motif has plenty of runway to prepare themselves.

During the next few months, Haase and Naric will be raising capital to purchase equipment and build out their facility in Aylmer, Ontario. They will also be signing up licensed cultivators for oil processing services, and are hoping to start hiring early next year.

Additionally, Motif is looking to invest heavily in R&D, citing the unique research opportunity they have with Canada being the first G7 country to legalize cannabis.

Making use of the government funding available, Motif is working with Lambton College, Fanshawe College and the University of Guelph to unlock intellectual property in improving extraction efficiency, vaporizer hardware, as well as the process of emulsifying cannabinoid oils for specific products.

In an industry that is going to commoditize, margins will get smaller, possessing in-house IP will give Motif a sustainable, competitive advantage, according to Haase.

Trying to predict who makes it and who doesn’t is a humbling job and Haase knows that better than most. If passion and experience are any indicators, Motif seems well position to beat the odds.
Igniting the Passion for Entrepreneurship at Western

Each year, thousands of students and entrepreneurs in 170 countries gather to celebrate Global Entrepreneurship Week. In 2018, with the growth of entrepreneurship initiatives across Western University, it was the perfect opportunity for us to join this celebration with speaker events, workshops and a startup showcase. The Lightning Round on November 15, 2018 brought together entrepreneurs working in corporate, startup, and social enterprises with a variety of educational backgrounds.

Here are some inspiring highlights from the evening:

“Big shots are little shots that keep shooting” is a piece of advice from his father during Sam Sebastian’s days as a top university tennis player. It is a quote that continued to shape his journey with Google and now leading Pelmorex Corp. Sam Sebastian, Pelmorex Media Inc., and formerly Vice President, Google and Managing Director, Google Canada.

“Know yourself, feed yourself, connect yourself,” said Stephanie Ciccarelli of Voices.com (Western Bachelor of Music), as she broke down the essentials of being a successful entrepreneur.

Shannon Kamins started brewing Kombucha at home, a fermented tea that she describes as her canvas to express herself. Today, she produces more than 4,000 litres of Kombucha a week. Shannon Kamins, Booch Organic Kombucha, Western Bachelor of Health Sciences.

“Don’t get caught in thinking your mousetrap is better. Build the business and execute well,” said Kevin Sullivan, GMP Securities, who has worked with thousands of startups during the last 20 years. He holds a Western Bachelor of Arts (Social Science) and Western LLB.

“Run your own race, work all the way to the finish line and know why you are doing what you are doing,” said Jenessa Olson of STMNT, a social entrepreneur tackling the negative impact of fast fashion. She holds a Western Bachelor of Arts (Political Science) and an MSc in International Business from Ivey.

“You are unique and significant, just like the crystals I work with,” said Liana Louzon of Rocking Vibe, who encouraged students to embrace who they are and the unique qualities and gifts they bring to the table. Louzon has a Bachelor of Arts in Kinesiology.

Jonathan McCain, HBA ’07 (right) and CEO of Andover Capital and Northstar Scaffold talks with Dave Simpson of Ivey’s Entrepreneurship Institute.